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Print & Play  

 

 

OBJECTIVE 
Win by creatively combining your customer's tattoo elements into a single design and selling the 
customer on why your tattoo drawing best appeals to their life. 

 
SET UP AND HOW TO PLAY 

 
1. Print this PDF and cut out the Tattoo Cards 
 
2. Every player is given one tattoo drawing board (Sheet of Paper) and a writing utensil. ARTISTS 

CANNOT ERASE DURING THE DRAWING PHASES. 
  
3. The TATTOO cards should be placed face down in the center of the table where they can be reached 

by all players. 
 
4. Choose a player to go first. That person will be the "customer" for that round and will not be 

drawing. 
 

5. The customer draws 10 cards from the TATTOO card pile. From this selection, they choose 5 cards 
that they wish to combine into their tattoo design and reveal these elements to the other players 
without telling them how they would like the elements to be utilized. The remaining 5 cards will be 
discarded to the tattoo card pile. 

 
6. All other players are "tattoo artists" and must compose a tattoo using the 5 elements the customer 

chose. During the drawing portion, the tattoo artists are encouraged to ask the customer questions 
that will bring their vision to life and help them improvise stories that justify their tattoo. i.e. Which 
sport mascot is your favorite? What does a T-Rex symbolize for you? 

 
7. At the end of the drawing period, the tattoo artists Pitch their drawings one by one to the customer 

and explain the rationale for why they drew what they did and why they believe it will appeal to their 
customer. 
 
The customer reveals the winner(s) by awarding each individual TATTOO card to the person who used it 
best/most creatively. One person may be given multiple cards or none at all. 
 

8. The player to the left of the customer is now the new customer and play continues in a clockwise 
fashion until the end of the game. 
 
WIN: 
The player that has the most TATTOO cards after each player has been the customer twice WINS the 
game. In the event of a tie, play another round...or call it a draw! 
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Ice Cream Heart Balloon Flying Saucer 

Mushroom Airplane Skateboard Dinosaur 

Snake Trampoline Household Item Monkey 

Wizard Automobile Cowboy Har Riding 

Astronaut Unicorn Vines Dragon 

Mohawk Swords Emoji Spider 

Castle Flowers Clown Tombstone 

Moustache Star Lion Shield 
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Sports 
Equipment Vegetable Mummy Robot 

Kissing Musical 
Instrument Ninja Feather 

Candle Mermaid Lighting Butterfly 

Candy Superpower Tree Pie 

Fancy Pipe Penguin Ship Ghost 

Surfboard Fish Ballerina Celebrity 

Clock Glasses Train Halo 

Alien Big Cat Cape Tail 
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